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The first step I found lots of good topics that I am
interested in and passionate about for investigation.
I wrote down about 30 problems I would like to solve
around the world and in my local area .
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FINDING TOPICS
FOR INVESTIGATION
From the numerous topics that I
found, I selected the five topics
that are the most interest.

THE TOPIC
FOR FINAL PROJECT

After thinking about the wide range of possibilities within my topic, I decided to choose
student employment as my final topic.

CHINESE TRADITIONAL MEDICAL

THE COST OF LABOR

STUDENT EMPLOYMENT

Popularize the Chinese traditional med-

In some restaurant, it is unhappy thing

Nowadays students finding job is getting harder

ical science to the western world. I want

that when you call a waiter, but he has no

and harder because they lack of job experience.

to investigate how to promote the knowl-

time to help you to order the food. So I

The society do not have enough job opportuni-

edge of Chinese traditional medical. I

want develop a brand new Customer Self-

ties for the student who has no work experience.

found that in American, I just found some

service System in bars to decrease the cost.

Students cannot find job because they cannot

Chinese medicine physicians in some private clinics. I hope I can make a brochure
to introduce some Chinese traditional
medical, such as some unique massage
technique and skills.

FOOD WASTE
Some food has not reached its expiration
date, but the worker of supermarket throw
them way, because they want to fellow the
food safety regulation. I hope I can find a

HEALTH GUIDANCE

way to solve the problem of food waste in

I want to investigate how to provide chari-

the supermarkets.

table health guidance to the poor people.
In American, some people cannot get the
good health guidance. So these people
lack of knowledge on health. I hope the
government can provide them some book
about how to keep their body healthy.

FISH AND PLANT STORE
I found some plants and fish store did not
have a good sales figure, because they do
not have a good marketing planning. So
I want to expand the business scope of a
fish and some plant stores.

have a good place to show their talents.
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Employment Sites

School facilities

Professional help
student

Too much theoretical
knowledge

Training before going
to work

A class about
internship

Government helps

Job center

Innovative talents

Optional courses

Noncommercial ads

Major field

Job fair

School cooperate with
company

Internship opportunity

Job training

Public library provided
related book

Practical activity

Training organization

Course arrangement

A good way of division
of labor

Textbook
Thinking of expanding

TV shows about
employment

School magazine

Noncommercial
propaganda

Trained the
professional
knowledge

Newspaper

A place can show
students’ abilities and
talents

LESS
EDUCATED

HIGHLY
EDUCATED

IN SOCIETY

IN SCHOOL

BRAINSTORMING
WALL

Employment concept

Need comprehensive
talent

High competitive
pressure

Have a wide range of
work choices

Submit resumes
blindly

Cheap labor

Lack work experience

Good operating ability
Professional
technicians

Cannot use knowledge
that learned
from school in work

Have a good
specialized knowledge

Hard to find desirable
job

Learn knowledge from
work

Lack social experience

Easy to find a
desirable job

Want to have a
Well-paid job

Lower salary
expectations

Have a narrow range
of work choices

Lower social status

High expectation

Do not always
change job

Lack comprehensive
skills

Clear learning
objectives

High-quality human
beings

Unassuming manner

High level of learning
ability

Need study cultural
knowledge

Bookworm

High social experience

were respected

Find job for learning

Rarely contact with
society
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THREE IDEAS
OF SOLVE THE PROBLEM
Idea1:

Idea2:

Idea3:

Promote an optional course to

The school magazine can make

Many students prefer to com-

help students getting a job.

student got los of information.

municate with others. How to

If provide student a special

Could students find good jobs

help the student getting a job

optional course about employ-

through reading magazine?

by establishing a specialized

ment, could the students find

Every school has their own mag-

website?

their jobs?

azine. student can read them for

Internet is a good platform for

The optional course can help

free. My plant is creating a mag-

people to communicate with

students learn about something

azine about employment for

each other. I plan to establish a

outside of their major. My plan is

student. In this magazine, stu-

useful website to help student

to promote a course about get-

dents can find the knowledge

showing their advantages in

ting a job to students. Through

about employment, some sto-

public. The employees can find

this course, students can not

ries about experience of looking

the talent they want through this

only realize what kind of job suit

for a job and some employment

website.

them best, but also learn some

information.

I started to think about my existing brand. I named my
company and figured out what is my brand’s purpose
and type.

BRAND
FRAMEWORK
Name: I had three ideas of my brand’s name: On board, Chance and
Connecting. On Board is my favorite one because I think this name has
an active and positive feeling. It can make the audiences feel of hope
and success. On Board is also a very nice phrase when a journey begins.
This can be the first step on the career way for a student. So I chose On
board to be my final name.
Category: I want to categorize my brand in service. It is a service platform that makes students have good communication with employers.

more professional knowledge.

After thinking about the wide range of possibilities within my
topic and doing my brainstorming process, I selected three of
those ideas. In the three ideas, I decided to use the third idea to
be the final solution.

Purpose: The purpose of my brand is making more and more students
can find satisfying job. I want through my company increasing the communication between students and employers and give students more
opportunities to show themselves.
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PERSONAS
I created three archetypical people who would
be interested in my brand and my project. The
students who have highly educated are the
moste importent target audience.
Name: Joanna
Age: 26 years old
Occupation: A graduate student
Income: $ 0 Degree: master

The three key stakeholders competitors are high-educated students, low-educated students and employers. In the past, people’s impression on high-educated students is that
knowing more theoretical knowledge but lacking specialized skills. Through showing
their own talents in many aspects, the high-educated students can change the previous
impression of those employers. For the low-educated students, they can show other
advantages except their good specialized skills to gain more job opportunities.

1. She did not find a suitable job after she got her bachelors degree, so she went back to graduate
s school to learn some specialized knowledge. She wishes to find a job that she likes after she graduates.
2. She has lots of talents, but cannot find a good place to display their talents. She wants to find a good
d place to show herself to prove her ability.
3. Many times, she sent out her resume, but did not get responses. She hopes that employers are willing
t to know her deeply instead of just looking the resume.
4. She does not have lots of work experience so she is lost in the problem of getting a job. She does
n not know what kind of companies should to apply.
5. She believes that if she has a good communication with employers, they can see her talents. So she
w wants to find a chance to communicate with employers.
6. She knows that so many companies is looking for the people who have good professional skills. She
le learned a lot of theory in university, so she is wondering if this knowledge can be used in the workplace.
7. She studies very hard and has a strong learning ability. In hopes of finding a good job, she always
i improves her ability.
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Name: Steven
Age: 40 years old
Occupation: He is in Human Resources
Income: $ 70,000 Degree: Bachelor’s Degree

Name: Raymond
Age: 23 years old
Occupation: A technical college student
Income: $ 0 Degree: post-secondary education Diploma
1. During the past years, his teacher taught him lots of specialized knowledge in the technical college.

1. He does not like to look at resumes, because he has seen so many resumes before. Now he wants to

. So now he has really good professional skills.

s seek appropriate employees for company through communication.

2. Because he has good professional skills. He does not worry about the problem of getting a job. He

2. He likes people who are smart, honest and hard working. He thinks that an employee who has a

. always thinks he can find an appropriate job.
3. He likes to show his talents and advantages to people. He thinks that maybe through showing him.
. self, he can find a better paying job.
4. He knows that he does not have a good educational background, so he has a lower salary expectation.
5. He does not want an advanced degree, because he found that so many students who are highly
e educated could not find suitable jobs.
6. He has a low expectation of his own job position, so he would like beginning from the bottom in the
c company.
7. He does not like too many quizzes and examinations, so he does not want to participate in an
e employment test.

g good character can represent his company.
3. He seeks an employee who has mastered professional techniques. He find that a person who has
r really good professional skills can help his company a lot.
4. He has recruitment experience for many years and he knows what kind of people his company is
l looking for.
5. Because he is busy with work, he wishes to find a talented employee quickly and easily
6. He always thinks about how to find an employee who has great potential. An employee who has
p potential can bring more wealth to his company.
7. He does not like the student who just has a degree but does not have specialized skills. He found
t that so many students have a really high degree, but do not have good operating abilities.
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COMPETITORS

Careerbuilder, LinkedIn and Behance are three of my
main competitors. I listed the differentiates between
On Board with them.
Careerbuilder:

This website gives people advices of finding jobs and

helps them search job information. Careerbuilder primarily offers the
employment information on it’s website. It more like a search engine
for finding job. My web site not only offers the employment information, but also provides a display platform. My brand is more focused
on the communication

LinkedIn: LinkedIn is really similar with my brand. Everyone can show his/
her talent on this site and share industrial information. My brand is different from LinkedIn because it has different target audience. LinkedIn’s audience is everyone who wants to find a job. My brand is more
focused on students.

Behance: Behance is also a platform thatpeople can show their work on
it. But it is just built for artiest. My brand has different audience. It will
provide the platform for all the students.
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VISUAL
ELEMENTS

For my brand, I want to convey a feeling of hope and success,
so I chose blue and orange as the main color. I want to use blue
geometric shape to be the element of my artwork and create a
very elegant visual aesthetic.
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DIFFERENT
variations

LOGO
SKETCHES

Initial LOGO
design
For the purpose of conveying the
brand image of my company with
my logo, I sketched a lot for options including three typographic
solutions and three iconographic
solutions. On the left side, these
are some of my sketches in my
process book.
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LOGO
SKETCHES

DIFFERENT
variations
Initial LOGO
design

onboard

on board

on board

I selected the shape of boat to indicate the connotation of “on board”. For making the logo has the
same visual style with my brand image, I used the geometric shapes to be the basic elements of my
logo. The inspiration comes from tangram. These are the different variations that I tried to do.
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COLOR &
TYPEFACE

FINAL LOGO

onboard onboard onboard onboard onboard onboard
onboard onboard onboard onboard onboard onboard

ON BOARD
ON BOARD
ON BOARD
ON BOARD

on BoArD
ON BOARD
ON BOARD
ON BOARD

onboard

By keep attempting different formats, colors and typefaces, I decided to use the graphic in the left side as my
final logo. I hope this logo can represent the image of On
Board and convey a positive attitude to customers.

Before, I have two ideas for my

I also made some attempts on

I chose the iconography as my

colors. The first idea is to use

colors. After my careful consid-

final logo. For making my logo

three color for three posters in-

eration, I decided to apply con-

looks more professional and

dividually. The logo will be also

trast colors to solve my problem

more business feeling, I decid-

composed by three colors. The

on colors. I tried to use yellow,

ed to design my logo in a sim-

second idea is I use aqua as ba-

orange and red one by one in

ple and liberal style. By using

sic color and chose an assistant

my logo. After comparing with

the elements from pentagram,

color that can create contrast

the those colors, I think orange

my logo can express the mis-

with aqua. I found many relat-

is the best one to match aqua.

sion statement of my company,

ed examples online to help me

For this reason, I chose or-

which is to solve the problem

consider the problem of colors.

ange to be the assistant color.

of employment.
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POSTER
DEVELOPMENT

For establishing a connection between my posters and my entire
design style, I picked the idea of tangram to design these three
posters. The six posters above are two different versions that I attempted before. Because the contrast of those pictures on my first
version is not quite high, I change the composition of the pictures
and also the colors of the geometric shapes.
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FINAL LOGO
For making these three posters

in creating my posters and to

idea that students should find a

After developed the first and

styles of tangram. I used three

a series and connecting to the

show the problems that stu-

suitable jobs to show their tal-

second version, I changed the

basic figures of tangram as the

style on my logo, I select the

dents have. For the first poster,

colors of my posters. The final

graphic

tangram as the principal part

I want to promote to find a job

poster, I used my idea of tan-

squares, triangles and parallel-

of my posters to promote my

with passion that the student

ents. For the third poster, I want
to persuade the students not to

brand. I took photos on my own

likes. For the second poster,

hide their talents but to show

tangrams to achieve my ideas

what I want to express is an

what they want to show.

elements

including

gram continuously. To reflect

ogram. I also changed my post-

the problems of student get-

ers’ colorto make the posters

ting jobs, I used the different

have more impact.

For creating a same visual for my final
poster to pair with my deliverables, I adjusted the pictures to B&W. Meantime I
also edited the slogan. The final version
has more impacts than the previous two
versions. These three posters can convey the mission statement very well.
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DELIVERABLE ONE
NARRATIVE
Now, Many students cannot

paths. For making my whole

have

guid-

stuffs look like a system. I still

ances. So I want to make

used the tangram’s shapes to

a brochure to to teach stu-

be the elements of my bro-

dents how to find a good job

chure. I want my brochure has

and introduce my brand.

a modern, professional and

My brochure’s name is Fire Up

business felling, so I used the

Your Dream and its size is 5.5

black photos to combine the

x7.5. In this brochure I intro-

geometric shapes

duced my brand and teach

I hope more students can

students how to find a good

know our brand and use

job after they graduate. The

our products. In additional,

contents include three parts:

I want use this brochure to

building a résumé, skills and

promote my brand’s spirit.

good

careers

experiences and picking career

In these pages, the brochure
introduced some basic information of On Board. This part
is also teaching student how
to write a resume.
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From thess pages, the brochure introduced how to se-

I tried to use picture cropping

lect jobs for students and also

on page 9 to page 14 to make

conveyed them a positive feeling.

the entire page looks interesting.
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photos

of brochure

After finished the book design, I printed out
this book. The size of this book is 5.5 in by 7
inch. These are the whole and the partial pictures of my booklet.
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DELIVERABLE TWO

JOB FAIR

I designed a job fair to helping students to get a suitable job.
Recently, there are many job fairs in the society, but specialized for students are rare. So I plan to help more and more
students find work opportunities with this job fair.I designed
the office supplies, booth, out said looking and destination
board for this event. Aesthetically, continuing with the entire
design style of my brand, I still used black and white photography works and colorful geometric shapes as elements.

These are ID cards for entry that including students, company
representatives and staffs. I used different colors to distinguish their identities. The reason that I did not enclose photo
on ID cards is that the identities of visitors can be recognized
by the QR code on bottom right corner of each card.
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ENVELOPE&
BUSINESS CARD

LETTER

What I shown above is that the envelope and letter paper

This is the business card and pen designed for this job fair. I

design for the job fair. I used geometric shapes as elements

designed the business card for the reason to make more people

and overlay the geometric shapes with different transparency.

willing to cooperate with our company. The reason that I designed

That makes they create an interesting visual effect.

the pen is listed as follow: During the job fair, both of students
and employers need to write down the important things.
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COLOR &
PHOTOS

There are photos for office supplies. I took pictures from multiple angles.
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3D DESIGN
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DELIVERABLE THREE

WEB SITE & APP
For my deliverable three I designed a website and a iphone app
to make students to find jobs and provide a convenient way to
help enterprises.

Students can through this website to show their own characters, competences, and abilities to let more people to know
them better. Through this website, the employers can realize
the student who they need in several different aspects. students can show their own talents in this website to gain more
job opportunities.
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Aesthetically, because of this book introduces
my brand, so I want it looks clear and simple.
So I used the geometric shapes to be the
elements. I used my logo colors as the base
colors in the website.

